Abstract-This paper proposes a new vacating room after encryption reversible data hiding scheme. Both joint and separate methods are presented. The most interesting features of the proposed scheme are the two staged embedding/decoding process and the group parity based data embedding for the separate method. Other new features are introduced as well. Compared with the state-of-the-art reserving room after encryption schemes, the proposed approach provides higher embedding bit-rates at lower distortion. Experimental results are provided.
I. INTRODUCTION
Reversible data hiding (RDH) in encrypted images recently appeared as a promising research domain. As for RDH into clear images the correlation between image pixels is exploited (see [1] , [2] , [3] ), but the encryption makes the domain more challenging.
Zhang introduced in [4] a RDH scheme for encrypted images based on dividing the encrypted image into blocks and embedding a bit in each block by flipping the 3 least significant bit values of half the pixels from the block. At the decoding stage, the correlation between the decrypted pixels of each block is used to detect which pixels had their bits flipped. The encrypted images were generated by an exclusive-or operation with pseudo-random bits. Hong et al. later improved this hiding scheme in [5] using better estimations and a side match technique. Ma et al. proposed in [6] a hiding scheme based on reserving room before encryption. As the name suggests, in [6] the image owner processes the image before encryption in order to create space for the data hider. This approach was further refined by multiple other papers, most notably [7] . Naturally, the embedding process is considerably more efficient then the one in [5] , but the additional operations at encryption/decryption are inherently security risks and therefore schemes that do not have such drawbacks (like [5] ) are still relevant. [4] , [5] and other similar approaches, most notably [8] and [9] , are now known as schemes based on reserving room after encryption. For a recent review of RDH in encrypted domain see [10] .
This paper proposes a new vacating room after encryption RDH scheme. The main improvements of the proposed scheme are the use of a two staged embedding/decoding process, a pixel prediction based on the median context value and a group parity based embedding for the separate method. Compared with the state-of-the-art schemes like [8] , higher embedding bit-rates can be obtained at lower distortion.
The outline of the paper is as follows. Both the joint and the separate versions of the reversible data hiding scheme of [8] are described in Section II. The proposed scheme, also with a joint and a separate version, is introduced in Section III. The experimental results are presented in Sections IV and the conclusions are drawn in Section V.
II. RELATED WORK
The reversible data hiding scheme for encrypted images introduced in [8] has two distinct versions: a joint method (where the hidden data extraction and the image restoration are both performed after the image was decrypted) and a separate method (where the hidden data can be decoded from the encrypted image, but the host image can only be restored after decryption).
Let C be the encrypted version of image I. Each bit plane of C, C t , (1 ≤ t ≤ 8) is computed as:
where ⊕ is the exclusive-or operator and r is a standard pseudorandom bitstream sequence generated by an encryption key.
A. The joint method of [8] This method embeds L bits in nL pixels of the encrypted image, n ≥ 1. First nL pixels of C are selected based on a data hiding key. Once an encrypted pixel C(i, j) is chosen, the pixels that form its prediction context (Figure 1 .b) cannot be selected for data embedding. A data bit is embedded by flipping the t bit of n selected pixels:
where ∼ is the not operator and b ∈ {0, 1} is the hidden bit. A watermarked version of I is obtained by decrypting each bit plane of C using the encryption key:
If the user has access to the data hiding key, the embedded data can be extracted. The nL watermarked pixels are first selected using the hiding key. For each of those pixels, I (i, j) is generated by flipping I t (i, j). ThenÎ(i, j), the predicted value of I(i, j) (a weighted average on the prediction context), is used to determine b, the hidden bit inserted in each group of n pixels:
If b = 1, all n pixels in the current group are replaced with their corresponding I (i, j) value, otherwise the pixels remain unchanged. Both n (the number of pixels in a group) and t (the bit plane used for data hiding) have a direct influence on the precision of equation (4) . A larger value for n improves the precision of (4), but reduces the available space for the hidden data. Similarly, a larger value for t also improves the precision of (4), but the watermarking distortion increases.
B. The separate method of [8] This method embeds L additional bits in L pixels (as opposed to nL pixels) selected based on the hiding key. The secret bit b is inserted directly in the host pixel C(i, j) by substituting its t bit:
A user with access to the hiding key can decode the hidden data by reading the t bits of the L selected pixels. After (3) is used to decrypt I (i, j), the closest value toÎ(i, j) between I (i, j) and I (i, j) is selected as the original value of I(i, j).
Note that all separate approaches can correctly decode the hidden data, but the restoring step remains affected by the possibility of errors. Also note that this approach needs a larger value for t in order to compensate for the embedding in a single pixel instead of a group of n. In [8] the author recommends t ≥ 7 and adds a filtering stage after decryption in order to remove the distortions introduced by the watermark. This additional filtering step draws attention to the existence of the hidden data in the encrypted image and represents a serious security risk. The proposed scheme in Section III-B does not have this drawback.
III. PROPOSED SCHEME Similarly to [8] , the proposed scheme has two distinct versions: a joint method (watermark decoding and image restoration on the decrypted image) and a separate method (watermark decoding on the encrypted image, restoration on the decrypted image).
The encrypted image (generated with [1] ) is split by both proposed methods into three distinct sets. These sets are presented in Figure 1 .a. Only sets A and B (a total of 2/3 of the image) are used for data hiding, set U is not modified by the embedding algorithm. Note that [8] can embed data in at most 1/2 of the image (the other half is used for prediction).
The data hiding key is used to determine the order in which the pixels in set A and set B are processed. Set A is the first set to be embedded with the hidden data, the pixels in B are considered as possible hosts only after the capacity offered by A is completely exhausted. The pixels in each set are processed as groups of n pixels and a bit of data will be inserted in each group by modifying their t bit value.
A 32 bit identifier (used to distinguish between watermarked and non-watermarked images) together with the value of L (also 32 bits) are appended as a prefix to the hidden data. These 64 bits are the first to be embedded and extracted. Note that this approach assumes that the data hider uses fixed values for n, N and K based on t. A flexible approach is also possible by using the fixed values to insert the identifier, L, n, N , K and then switching to the indicated values for the remaining host pixels.
A. Proposed joint method
The proposed joint method uses error-correcting codes on the hidden data in order to reduce the number of decoding errors (at the cost of embedding capacity). More precisely Bose-Chaudhuri-Hocquenghem (BCH) codes [11] are used. The (N, K) BCH code adds to each K bits an additional N − K bits (forming a group of N bits) in order to correct up to e errors. If in a group of N bits the number of errors exceeds e, the BCH decoding is compromised. After the BCH coding, (64 + L) · n · N/K host pixels are selected from sets A and B. Equation (2) is used to embed a data bit into each group of n pixels.
After decryption, a user with the hiding key can extract the hidden data by determining the order in which the pixels were embedded and reforming the n pixel groups. Set A is decoded and restored first. For each pixel in A, the predicted value I (i, j) is computed as the median on its prediction context
where x represents the greatest integer less than or equal to x and p (1) ≤ p (2) ≤ p (3) ≤ p (4) are the sorted graylevel values of the pixels that form the prediction context. Note that all context pixels for set A belong to set U .Î(i, j) is then used in equation (4) to determine the hidden data bit in the current group. The value of t is set to 6 and the first 64 · N/K bits are extracted. The BCH decoder is used to correct any possible decoding errors and if the watermark identifier is found, the algorithm proceeds to extract data from L · n · N/K pixels. 
not contain hidden data. After the hidden bits in set A are extracted, the errors are corrected and the host pixels are restored based on the corrected bit values. After all the pixels in set A are restored, the additional bits introduced by the error correction code are removed.
The entire decoding process is repeated for set B, using the prediction context from Figure 1 .b, consisting of original pixels from set U and restored pixels from set A.
B. Proposed separate method
The proposed separate method inserts L bits of data in n(64 + L) pixels. As opposed to [8] , both n and t are used to minimize the image restoration errors, at the same time allowing for a smaller value for t. As an additional requirement for this proposed approach, n must be an odd number. Also note that the above mentioned error correction codes cannot be used for this method, because the watermark extraction and the image recovery are done independently.
Instead of substituting the t bit of an encrypted pixel C(i, j) with a hidden bit of data, the pixels are processed in groups of n. For each group, {C 1 , C 2 , ..., C n }, a parity value is computed for the t bit plane:
Flipping the t bit values of all the pixels in the group will always flip the value of s if n is an odd number. This allows us to substitute the value of s with the hidden bit b by flipping the t plane bits of n pixels:
The data extraction stage is similar to the one in Section III-A: t is set to 6 and the first 64 bits are extracted from the parity values s of the first 64 · n pixels ordered based on the hiding key. If the 32 bit watermark identifier is found, the algorithm proceeds to extract the remaining L bits. Otherwise t is decremented by 1 and the process is repeated until the identifier is found or no watermark is detected.
Because the pixels are processed as a group, they can be restored after the decryption stage with the help of equation (4) . Note that in (4) b is no longer a hidden bit and is only used as an indicator to choose between I (i, j) and I (i, j).
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In this section, experimental results for the proposed RDH scheme for encrypted images are presented. Two sets of images are considered: eight classic graylevel 512 × 512 images extensively used in reversible watermarking (Lena, Boat, Tiffany, Elaine, Lake, Mandrill, Jetplane and Barbara) and the graylevel 768 × 512 versions of the 24 images of the Kodak set. The test images are presented in Figure 2 . All test images are encrypted with (1) by using randomly generated encryption keys. Three primary factors are considered in evaluating the performance of a data hiding scheme based on reserving room after encryption: the embedding capacity, the error rate of the decoded bits and the distortions introduced by watermarking. The maximum capacity for the proposed joint method and [8] are presented in Table I (classic set) and Table II (Kodak set). Note that the bit plane t has no direct influence over the embedding capacity, but t does significantly influence the error rate and the watermarking distortions. The average error rate of the decoded bits on the entire test set are presented in Table III . As it can be seen from the three tables, the proposed scheme with no error correction offers a significant increase in capacity over [8] , while maintaining similar error rates. Of course, the BCH codes can be used to reduce the error rate at the cost of capacity. This allows the data hider to embed data using a smaller value for t while maintaining the target error rate that one desires, which in turn will reduce the embedding distortions.
The embedding distortions are evaluated based on the peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) between the original image and the watermarked decrypted version. Figure 3 shows the average capacity/PSNR results for the proposed scheme and the joint method of [8] for three distinct error rates on the two test sets. Note that both the joint and the separate proposed methods offer the same capacity/PSNR results, the separate 38715  21988  17907  12705  26118  19828  13538  7248  9  14450  21375  12084  9808  6920  14379  10884  7389  3894  13  10003  14704  8272  6693  4695  9843  7428  5013  2598  17  7650  11175  6252  5055  3525  7449  5604  3759  1914  22  6192  8988  5004  4026  2790  5958  4468  2978  1488  25  5202  7503  4156  3333  2295  4950  3700  2450  1200  29  4484  6426  3540  2829  1935  4236  3156  2076  996  33  3940  5610  3072  2451  1665  3690  2740  1790  840  37  3514  4971  2712  2157  1455  3249  2404  1559  714  41  3171  4456  2416  1912  1280  2913  2148  1383  618  45  2890  4035  2172  1716  1140  2619  1924  1229  534  49  2827  3940  2116  1674  1110  2556  1876  1196 method of [8] obtains a PSNR of around 32 dB, but without the filtering stage the PSNR is consistently bellow 20 dB. As can be seen from Figure 3 the proposed scheme outperforms [8] on the tested error rates. For an error rate smaller than 1%, the proposed scheme offers a capacity of 20000 bits on the classic set and 30000 bits on the Kodak set, while maintaining a PSNR of around 30 dB. The maximum capacity can be further increased to 48000 bits and 75900 bits, respectively, but at the cost of introducing visible watermarking distortion. On the tested sets, the proposed scheme also inserts around 4000 bits at a PSNR of 30 dB without any decoding errors.
V. CONCLUSION
An original reserving room after encryption RDH scheme has been proposed. Both joint and separate RDH versions are investigated. The most interesting features are the use a two staged embedding and the group parity approach for the separate method. The experimental results obtained so far are very promissing. 
